
Phoenix – A boy with the power of a star  Chapters 10 to 17 

You will need to re-read the chapter or watch the reading before completing the activities 
 

Ch.10 

 

Why might Lucky not want to train with 

Bixa? 

 

What does Bixa’s fighting remind Lucky 

of? 

 

Bixa “You are so clumsy like you don’t 

even belong in your body” Lucky had 

felt like this all his life. What does this 

hint at about Lucky? 

 

Ch.11 

 

Why doesn’t Lucky want to eat with the 

crew? 

Why is Bixa embarrassed by the food? 

 

Possible Activity: Make eyeballs or 

create a recipe on how to make 

eyeballs. 

Ch.12 

 

What’s a Skyhawk? Draw one 

 

How have the Skyhawks survived? 

What will the pirates do if they find 

Lucky? 

 

Summarise the chapter – choose 

perhaps 10 key words and order them? 

 

What do we discover about Lucky? 

 

Add VIII Astraeus of wisdom to your 

Astrolabe 

Ch.13 2 parts 

 

Why does Mystica’s description of the 

stars talking, stir up a memory in 

Lucky? 

 

Why is Mystica unsure about whether 

Lucky is a startalker? 

 

Why must Mystica remain on the ship? 

 

What impressions do you now have of 

the character Mystica? Have these 

changed? See the Storytime playlist at 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQ_jtxZKoYu-W6oWg5zOWag/playlists 

Ch.14 

What do we learn about the way the 

Axxa dress? 

 

Why does Mystica plait Lucky’s hair? 

 

Why do aliens wear their hair in horns? 

 

Why is Lucky surprised about Bixa’s 

feet? 

 

What does the disguised Lucky now look 

like? Draw your own version… 

 

Ch.15 2 parts 

How do they get from the ship to Leo 

Five? Maybe draw your own version 

 

Why are the people protesting? 

 

What makes the guard notice Lucky? 

 

How does Bixa get the guards to leave 

them alone? 

 

Explain what ripping the brainscan is. 

 

Add VII Astraeus of love to your 

Astrolabe 

Ch.16 2 parts 

 

Find phrases (on Page 174) that show 

how vast the market is. 

 

‘The Axxa looked as antiquated as his 

stall’. What does this mean? 

 

Why is Lucky surprised that the 

professor can make the astrolabe 

work? 

 

How does the professor calm Lucky 

down? 

Ch.17 

 

Investigate the phoenix legend – draw 

one and explain.  

 

Compare this version with that in Harry 

Potter 

 

Youtube video – instrumental with 

captions  about the Phoenix 4:11 (with 

Harry Potter clips) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IZm-

9yx0uLo 
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